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Largely unnoticed amid the cry for better mathematics teaching, Kumon is quietly helping a 
million mathematics students (from infants to adults; 75% are elementary children). Though 
conservative in diction and device (including 5000+ worksheets to be solved in "standard" 
times), it is surprisingly student-centered in practice. The author's investigation during the past 
year reflects his background in both education and computer science. The paper considers the 
demands, theories, methods and record of Kumon mathematics from the standpoint of 
educational theory, cognitive science, and language processing. It considers syntactic and 
semantic learning of mathematics, arguing that their proper relative positioning... Read 
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Complete Abstract: 
Largely unnoticed amid the cry for better mathematics teaching, Kumon is quietly helping a million 
mathematics students (from infants to adults; 75% are elementary children). Though conservative in 
diction and device (including 5000+ worksheets to be solved in "standard" times), it is surprisingly 
student-centered in practice. The author's investigation during the past year reflects his background in 
both education and computer science. The paper considers the demands, theories, methods and record 
of Kumon mathematics from the standpoint of educational theory, cognitive science, and language 
processing. It considers syntactic and semantic learning of mathematics, arguing that their proper 
relative positioning helps lead the student to higher-order thinking. Future research issues are suggested. 
The Kumon Machine is briefly introduced; it incorporates the Kuman method into "silicon paper" -- a 
notebook sized pen-based computer. 





















































































